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Introduction
Recently, as the important field of computer vision, image 

processing has received considerable attention. In addition, Abundant 
efforts have been made to find a favourably way to express the content 
of the image by extracting useful information from image. In this 
context, the research of salient detection comes into being, the model 
of saliency is used to find the highlight object in image, and then, 
it is convenient for the subsequent operations in image processing. 
Saliency detection can be applied to many modern computer vision 
tasks, for instance, image classification,1 image compression,2 
object location,3 image segmentation.4 In the matter of information 
processing methods, saliency detection algorithms can be divided into 
top–down and bottom–up methods. The detection algorithm of top–
down approaches5–8 always related to a particular task or target. Before 
the top–down algorithms find the highlight objects, these algorithms 
need to obtain the basic properties of target. In this case, the top–
down algorithms can quickly and effectively find the salient target 
in image. But, these kinds of algorithms need to take the supervised 
learning. On the contrary, the approaches of bottom–up4,9–12 adopt 
the low–level visual information without the cues of a certain target. 
Compared with top–down algorithms, the bottom–up approaches 
would be more applicable. One of the mostly used bottom–up 
methods, which measure the distinction between a pixel and region 
with its neighbourhoods.13 Owing to lack of the prior knowledge 
of the object size, the approach of centre–boundary contrast often 
calculates the saliency in the multi–scale space; it may increase the 
computation complexity in some extent. In addition, some researcher 
adopts the boundary priority,12 they consider the boundary of image 
would be more likely to become the background. It is undeniable that 
the boundary has the high probability being the background, but not 
all the region in the boundary would be background. Once the salient 
object locates at the boundary of the image, it may lead to a poor 
result.

In this paper, we proposed an effective algorithm to solve these 
problems. For example (Figure 1). Firstly, we consider only one side 
of the boundary may be the background, and compute the contrast by 
using the global colour distinction, so we receive a primary saliency 
map called Boundary–based map, this map can comprehensively 
find the salient target, but the contrast between the foreground and 
background may not be significant. So we continue to construct the 

Centre–based map, this map is based on the center prior assumption.14 
Later the Centre–Bayes map was received by putting the Centre–
based map into the Bayesian framework.15,16 Since the Centre–based 
map favourably makes up the weakness of the Boundary–based map, 
we decide to integrate the Boundary–based map and the Centre–Bayes 
map into the final saliency map.

Figure 1 Saliency maps generated by the proposed algorithm. Brighter pixels 
reveal higher saliency values.

a. Input image b. Ground truth, c. Bound-based map, d. Centre-Bayes map, e. 
Saliency map

Related work
Recently, the number of algorithms in favour of considering the 

boundary of image as the background has increased. In Wei et al.17 
construct a feature matrix by contrasting with the boundary, and 
receive the final saliency map. Qin et al.13 Construct a global colour 
distinction toward boundary seeds, then the saliency map obtained 
by the iteration of cellular automata. In Yang et al.18 calculate the 
relevance between the boundary and whole area of image, and regard 
the relevance as the saliency for each region. In Wang et al.12 consider 
the boundary connectivity as the standard to evaluate the saliency. In 
addition, some efficient algorithms choose to take the assumption of 
center prior. Tong et al.19 exploit a weak map that based on the center 
prior, and labelled the weak map as the training sample for the strong 
models. In Chen et al.20 find the salient object with the help of the 
soft abstraction. In addition, some researcher devotes to the Bayesian 
framework. In Rahtu et al.4 utilize the theory of Bayes to optimize 
the saliency map. In Xie et al.15,16 compute the prior probability and 
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likelihood probability of the map; receive the probability of the map 
by using the Bayes formula. Since those algorithms reveal different 
effects in detection, and each one has its unique advantages, while 
we decide to absorb their strengths. Consequently, we proposed our 
algorithm that based on boundary prior and center prior, and obtained 
a satisfying result.

Proposed algorithm
The detailed steps of our salient object detection algorithm 

showed in Figure 2. At beginning, we consider only one side of image 
as background. On this account, we construct four global colour 
distinction maps. Then we integrate them into the Boundary–based 
map. Using colour and position cues, the Centre–based map exploited 
by adopting the center prior assumption. After that, we generated 
the Centre–Bayes map by putting the Centre–based map into the 
Bayesian framework that based on convex hull. Finally, we construct 
the final saliency map by integrating the Boundary–based map and the 
Centre–Bayes map.

Figure 2 The progress of our algorithm.

Image features

In order to receive the structure information of image preferably and 
well preserved salient object boundary. We decide to take the simple 
linear iterative clustering (SLIC)21 algorithm to separate the original 
image into N small super pixels. SLIC also improves the efficiency 
of the whole algorithm favourably. Then, we describe the each super 
pixel rely on the mean colour features and mean coordinates of pixels. 
We adopt three features, which contained RGB, LAB and Location12 
to represent each super pixel. The experimental results prove that both 
of the colour features act complementary role in the salient object 
detection. Also, the Location features can properly compensate the 
weakness of colour feature in some cases, thus the results of algorithm 
will be more effective in complex scenes.

Boundary prior

Generally speaking, many algorithms consider the assumption that 
image boundary will be the background,12,13,17,18 while some salient 
object may lie in the boundary of image, therefore, it will impact the 
quality of saliency map to some extent. To minimize this influence, 
we consider one side of image boundary as the background. Based 
on this consideration, we construct four boundary prior maps by the 
colour distinction. The element ( )B

t
i  stand for the saliency value of 

super pixel i in t–th side of image boundary in CIELAB colour space 
and is calculated as follow
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Where || , ||i jc c  is the Euclidean Distance between the 
superpixel i and j in the colour space of CIELAB, and tN (t =1, 
2, 3, 4) is the number of super pixels that belonging to each side 
of image boundary. a, b Is the balance weight. As is showed in the 
Figure 2, we can intuitively see four boundary prior maps that based 
on different edge of image. However, these maps are not perfect, but 
it really reduces the impact of the assumption that the entire image 
boundary is background. In addition, each prior map has its own 
advantages, in other words, each of them have some high accuracy 
areas. Consequently, we integrate this four boundary prior maps into 
the Boundary–based map:

  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2 3 4
B i B i B i B i B i= × × ×           (2)

Center prior

The center prior also is considered as an important role in recent 
detection algorithms [19, 20]. Based on this consideration, we first 
exploit a location center prior model ( )g i , it can make the image 
center more salient and restrain the boundary saliency. Then we 
construct three correlation matrices by accepting different colour 
features and Location for all adjacent super pixels (i,j). Later, we 
compute their relevance [12] ( ),

f
d i j as the Euclidean distance 

between each super pixel.

  ( ) ( ), ,
, 1f

N
d i j d i j

i j
= ∑

=
   (3)

Where N is the number of the super pixels. According to the 
experiential information, we define that a superpixel has no relevance 
to itself, so we define ( ), 0

f
d i j = . Then, we generate the Centre–

based map that combined with three correlation matrices ( ),
f

d i j and 
location center prior model ( )g i . The method was shown as shown 
below:
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 The f  represent different feature spaces, 1f = represent the 
RGB, 2f = represent the CIE Lab, and 3f = represent the Location 
feature. 

b
N is the number of the boundary super pixels. There is a point 

here, we must normalized ( ),
f

d i j  and ( )g i into [0, 1]. Predictably, 
Centre–based map has the characteristic that the super pixel which 
closer to the center of image has a higher weight. In spite of the most 
of the object will locate at the center of image, but this assumption 
will easily influence the prior map by the object distribution. To 
reduce the impact, we decide to put the Centre–based map into 
the Bayesian framework. In Bayesian framework, we calculate the 
likelihood probability with the help of the convex hull,15,16 For one 
hand, the framework makes up the insufficient of center prior model, 
on the other hand, it really strengthens the saliency of object further. 
A Centre–Bayes map that entirely different with the Boundary–based 
map has constructed.

Integration

Now, we already generated two saliency maps roughly. Boundary–
based map and Centre–Bayes map have complementary properties. 
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The Boundary–based map not only works well in revealing the global 
colour distinction, but also perfectly preserves the whole information 
of the salient object. However, the Boundary–based map may have 
the low contrast ratio for the foreground and background, thus it will 
reduce the accuracy of the algorithm. On the contrary, the Centre–
Bayes map favorably highlighted the saliency regions, but sometimes 
the saliency map would be affected by the object distribution and 
cannot emphasize object completely. According to this situation, we 
make full use of advantages of each saliency map and integrate them 
into the final saliency map:

  ( ) ( )( )B C
1

N
M i i

i
= ×∑

=
   (5)

Where N is the number of the super pixels. ( )B i  is the Boundary–
based map and ( )C i is the Centre–Bayes map. M  is the final saliency 
map in our algorithm.

Experimental results
We evaluate the algorithms based on seven widely used datasets 

in saliency detection filed. They are ASD,22 MSRA–5000,23 THUS,24 
ECSSD,11 THUR,25 PASCAL26 and SED2.27 ASD contains 1000 
images, and most images are relatively simple. MSRA5000 contains 
5000 images with accurate masks. THUS contains 10000 images, 
labelled with pixel–wise ground truth masks. ECSSD contains 1000 
semantically meaningful but structurally complex images. THUR 
contains 6232 images, which have complex backgrounds. PASCAL 
contains 1500 images with complex scenes. SED2 contains 100 images 
with two targets. We compare our algorithms with the comparatively 
advanced or classic algorithms. They are IT98,28 FT09,22 CA10,29 
RC11,30 SVO11,31 XL11,15 GS12,17 SF12,32 XL13,16 PCA13,33 HS13,11 
LMLC13,20 GC13,17 GMR13,18 wCO14,12 LPS15.34

Evaluation metrics

In this paper, we take the standard precision–recall curves to 
evaluate all algorithms, which we decide to compare with. We 
draw P–R curves by using threshold value segmentation. First, we 
normalized the saliency map, which we evaluate into the range 
[0,255], then set a threshold every 5 value, and we receive a series 
of binary map. We contrast with the ground–truth to compute the 
precision and regression rate, and draw the P–R curves. An efficient 
algorithm not only required high precision but also a high recall value, 
thus we consider F–measure as the comprehensive evaluate principle:
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Where, according the previous paper [13], we set the 2ϕ to 0.3 
to show the relative importance. In addition, we compute the value 
of mean absolute error (MAE) [22], it similar to P–R curves, MAE 
calculates the average distinction between the saliency map and 
ground–truth:

  ( ) ( )1

1

H
MAE S h GT h

H h
= −∑

=
  (7)

The evaluate method mainly used in the area of image segmentation, 
and it reveal the similarity between the salient map and ground–truth.

Validation of the proposed algorithm

To show the effectiveness of our method, we test our algorithm in 
seven datasets. P–R curves and F–measure histograms in Figure 3 and 
MAE values in Table 1 reveal that: 1, our method generate a favourably 
result. 2, our method can adapt different image background. Figure 4 
is the comparison of saliency maps on different datasets.

Table 1 The MAEs of different methods

Ours LPS wCO GMR GC LMLC HS PCA SF GS SVO RC CA FT IT

ASD 0.09 0.07 0.064 0.074 0.101 0.135 0.114 0.156 0.13 0.13 0.337 0.238 0.233 0.205 0.194

MSRA5000 0.133 0.127 0.11 0.129 0.101 0.135 0.162 0.189 0.17 0.144 0.358 0.269 0.25 0.24 0.254

PASCL 0.168 0.19 0.154 0.184 - - 0.223 0.209 0.216 0.181 0.368 0.295 0.264 0.261 0.26

ECSSD 0.243 0.237 0.225 0.236 0.256 0.296 0.269 0.29 0.274 0.255 0.42 0.235 0.343 0.327 0.313

THUR 0.132 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.192 0.246 0.218 0.198 0.184 - 0.382 0.168 0.248 0.241 0.199

SED2 0.165 0.14 0.127 0.163 0.185 0.269 0.157 0.2 0.18 - 0.348 0.148 0.23 0.206 0.245

THUS 0.136 0.124 0.108 0.126 0.139 - 0.149 0.185 0.175 0.139 0.331 0.137 0.237 0.234 0.213
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Figure 3 Comparative maps on seven datasets.

Figure 4 Comparison of saliency maps on different datasets.

(a) input images (b) IT (c) CA (d)RC (e) SF (f) HS (g) GMR (h) LMLC (i) PCA (j) GC (k) wCO (l) LPS (m) Ours (n) GT
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Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a bottom–top method to exploit a saliency 

map based on the prior principle of boundary and centre. Based on the 
assumption, we consider the difference and similarities between the 
boundary and background, thus we can exploit the Boundary–based 
map. Meanwhile, because of center prior, we construct the Centre–
based map that has high precision, then we take it into the Bayesian 
framework to achieve a further improved map called Centre–Bayes 
map. Our algorithm benefits their advantages, and improves their 
weakness by integrating them into the final saliency map, which has 
higher precision and recall. Experimental proved that our algorithm 
could receive a favourable result in different datasets.
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